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English translation:  
 
Zubaida: In most cases, photography is a totally private issue for me. I want...I take 
pictures and my pictures, according to my friends and people around me, have no 



messages. This issue has never been important to me, because I am not after…in nothing 
I am after...well at least in photography I am not after a message. Photography is 
important for me on the level that I feel I have kept a moment that is important for me. I 
have kept it for myself and probably it will be valuable to somebody else, or probably 
not. If it is valuable, fine. I have kept the moment (to share). If not, then doesn’t matter.  
About the view of outsiders to us and how they portray our image, whether we want it or 
not, we look at each other the way we want to see, not as we are…most of the times it is 
like that. For example I don’t see you as you are, I see you as I like to see you. This 
doesn’t only damage me (the viewer) but both sides are damaged. This is not my 
responsibility to change this and I am not in a position to change it (gaze of the outsider). 
And I don’t think... I do wish I had the ability to change it, but I don’t want to have 
claims. This is something that is natural, this will pass. Each of us has to experience this. 
This is part of our life and our experiences. But I want mostly, when I take photos of 
faces, I want to understand, make understood that our gazes are not empty. In every form 
of our face, we have something to say. And at least in Afghanistan one thing that I see is 
diversity. There is diversity in people. With all things that they have in common, people 
are very different from each other. They have different aims. They have different goals. I 
didn’t see this in Europe. People usually have one goal, and their goal...I don’t want to 
talk about it. They are limited to some specific things and we are not. We still have many 
values, many things that are important for us, and many things that we live for and don’t 
get tired of our lives. But they do get tired of their lives. They reach a level where they 
are tired and stuff...I want them to understand this, this difference. To understand that we 
still have values and these values matter for us and these values make our lives better. We 
have pain. We have sorrow, but our pains and sorrows are meaningful. They are not 
empty. The sorrows and pains are good, and I want people to understand this. 
 
Shaharzad: Okay, now I am asking you a cliché question, how do you see future of 
photography in Afghanistan? 
 
Zubaida: I am not very hopeful, because most of photographers that I know in 
Afghanistan mostly work in a banal way. Their role model is one thing. Their role model 
is a Western gaze to issues, an outsider’s gaze to issues. They go and take picture of a 
nomad woman, so what? As if we have never seen a nomad woman in our lives. I wish 
that Afghan photographers pay attention to things that people haven’t noticed yet. They 
should not pay so much attention to things that they see in their daily life in every corner. 
Because we see it in TV, we see it from radio, our lives have become cliché…Because a 
Western gaze is imposed and this Western gaze is not familiar with anything. But we are 
familiar with everything of our own, and we are very familiar. It makes me disappointed, 
why, why don’t we have our own approach to issues, from photography to everything 
else? In this country, people have a very repetitive approach to everything.  
 
Shaharzad: Imitation actually. 
 
Zubaida: Imitation. 
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